SO	JEWS   IX   THE  HirZ   OF   MEDIAEVAL
It wa? just for this psychologically important reason that the
C'alipli never dismissed them. For only by keeping them in
office, as the text informs as, could he ki uphold the dignity
of their office " in the merchants" eyes and borrow money
through them.
The factor of solidarity, which economic historians have
long recognized as a characteristic feature of Jewish
participation in economic life,1 was here, too, a factor of
outstanding importance. In the tenth century this Jewish
solidarity was especially well developed because of the
peculiar cultural and religious organization of mediaeval
Jewry. We know that at this period, known in Jewish history
as the G-aonic era, Babylonian Jewry was in active contact
with aH parts of the Jewish Diaspora {Khorasan, Persia,
Palestine, Egypt, North Africa, Spain, etc.). This close
connection was due to the position of the Babylonian
academies of Bura and Pumbadita, which were regarded by all
those Jewish communities as their religious centre. These
relations took the form not only of voluminous correspondence
on questions of religious law between communities desirous
of guidance and the spiritual head, the Gaon, but also
of money contributions from abroad for the upkeep of
these academies.2 This cultural and religious hegemony of
Babylonian Jewry was partly the cause and partly the result
of an economic hegemony parallel to the general economic
1 M. Hoffmann, Der Geldhandel der d&utachen Juden im MiUdalter*
p. 7 ; W. Roscher, Die Stellunq derJuden im Slittelalter, p. 506 ; Kiesselbach,
Der GaTWf des Welthandels im 3IittelaItfrt p. 45; Franz Oppenheimer,
System der Soziologie. vol. iv, Jena, 1935 ; Caro, Sozial- und Wirtscbafts-
ff&schiehle derJuden im Hittelalter, Leipzig, 19OS; W. Sombart, Die Juden u. d,
Wirttthaftsleben* pp. 200 ff. J. Mann, JQB., x, n.s., p. 325, justly remarks :
Of great furtherance for the expansion of the Jewish trade must have
been the solidarity that existed among Jews all over the Diaspora." The
Hebrew language also seems to have played an important unifying part
herein.
1 *" The Jews of all countries contributed generously and freely to the
upkeep of the seats of learning in Babylon and in Palestine " (Ma.™^ JQE.+
i, p. 39).

